The fluorescence properties of a DNA probe. 4'-6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI).
Steady-state and dynamic fluorescence measurements have been performed on DAPI in solution and in complexes formed with a number of synthetic and natural polydeoxynucleotides. The decay of DAPI in buffer at pH 7 was decomposed using two exponentials having lifetime values of approximately 2.8 ns and 0.2 ns. The double exponential character of the decay was maintained over a large pH range from 3 to 9. At pH 1 the short component dominated, whereas at pH 12, only the long component was detectable. Two distinct spectra were associated with the two lifetime components; the short component was shifted to the red. The short lifetime component occurs in the presence of water. In water the excitation spectra depended on the emission wavelength and there was no viscosity dependence of the two forms. To explain these results we propose that there is a ground state conformer in which preferential solvation of the indole ring allows proton transfer in the excited state. DAPI complexed with polydeoxynucleotides retained most of the features of the decay of DAPI in solution. However, the complexes with fully AT-containing polymers stabilized the longer lifetime form of DAPI because the stronger binding enhanced solvent shielding. A gradual increase of the short lifetime component, which monitors dye solvent exposure, was obtained as the AT content was decreased. For polyd(GC) the decay was similar to that of free DAPI.